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REFERENCE

It is a vell-kr.ovn fact that the Echvinger model tS-H) can be

described in terms of bosonic degrees of freedom . In the physical subspaces
2 2 2)

the spectrum is just a pseudoscalar particle of mass u = e /i»-

In this letter I suggest that a change of field variables in the

path integral can be performed so as to yield the bosonic action for the model.

The key element which goes into this proof is the non-invarianee Of the path-

integral measure under y transformations . The generating functional

Z for the S-M is given by

PATH INTEGRAL MEASURE AND THE FERHI05-BC60N EQUIVALENCE

IN THE SCHWINOER MODEL •

where

<*:
(2)

(s.t.) ; source terms .
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is the Lagrangian suitably continued to the Euclidean space

I consider the change of variables

(3a)

ABSTRACT

I perform a change of field variables in the Schvinger model using

the non-Invariance of path integral measure under y transformations. The

known equivalence of the model with a bosonic field theory and the Kogut-

Suaskind aipole mechanism is then derived.

C3b)

3)Eq..{3a) is a Y 5 rotation for fermions. Folloving Fujikava , the Termi

fields are expanded as
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J P =

The integration measure is then defined by

• * • . . j

•) The Coleman convention, Ref.S, for y matrices is used;, in Euclidean space
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where a , a are elements of the Grassmann algebra. Under the chiral
m n

rotation, Eq.(3a), the Grassmartn fields transform as

with

a' = > C a
n / i nm m

ID

(Ta)

(Tb)

and

Therefore using the properties of integration on Grassmann variables the

Jacobian for the v rotation is obtained as

Rote that the quantity under the summation sign in (8) is ill-defined;

introducing a covarlant cut-off one arrives at the result

(9)

Rote that the right-hand side is the topological charge density • ) . Being

The possibility that the tranaformation Eq.(3) could be performed in the

path integral and its connection vith the topological charge density is

indicated in Ref.lt; obviously this letter gives it a precise meaning.
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independent variables in the path integral,the total Jacobian is

(10)

Finally using Eqs. {3) and Q-0.) 2 can be expressed in terms of the

new variables *(x) and x W > x W as

(11)

(12a)

6
= 1

/ L

. t.) -(12b)

It is well known that the Lagrangian Eq.(l2b) describes a massive

free field, <p{x), plus a maesless ghost field if (x). The term ti t seems

to give a pole at 2]i instead of p . But comparing Jf with the Lagrangian

of Ref-5, one realizes that a surface term must be dropped. It cannot be

done with impunity because *(x) is related to <f. (x) and the gauge field

behaves as

so that being

i

- -e (13)
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the tern under the integral sign on the right does not fail off fast enough

to make the integral zero.

A carefulranalysis of such a term by using surface canonical variables
2

should give the correct mass v ; in fact the correct Hamiltonian density can

"be derived only in such a, context. Furthermore, E<3..(3h) tells that Ayt^O

is left invariant by the shift »(x) =^*'(x) = *(x) + *¥ ' the constant OC

can be absorbed in the boundary condition for the combination f2M - ^(x)

and it i« related to the chiral properties of the model, i.e. the existence

of the •& vacua. This connection can be made explicit in two ways either by

analysing the model with fermionic mass BL, first, and taking the limit

B L + 0 at the end, or by introducing a source for the chiral bilinears

$(l ± Y=)t an^ evaluating its Green functions .

The final step consists in proving how the transformed action Eq.(l2)

gives neatly the Kogut-Susskind dipole mechanism. First I show that the

6)

decoupled fermionic Lagrangian

field ^2(x

into

gives rise to a positive metric massless

In fact for £q.(l3) the gauge current, J (jc) is transformed

(lit)

and Ju(x) does not couple to the gauge field A ( i ) , therefore the chiral

3 ^current e is conserved so that

(15)

Thus the physical relevant composite operator built frcm the free massless

Dirac field is the chiral current vhich induces the massless field <f (x).

How the conserved chiral current teing a superposition of tvo pieces:

t> J, (16)

•' The mass term m-W can be treated as a perturbation if m_ << JJ; more-

over the limit Up •+ 0 is smooth (the first two of Ref.7).
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one can conclude that the ghost fjeld ?,(x) la connected vlth the

gauge variant part of it. Moreover the fields <fAx) and f»e(x) are coupled

with the same strength to the gauge invariant Green functions,both being

normalized in the same vay with respect to the currents Ju(x) and j ix);

in other words the Ward identities fix the coupling of ^, (x), y,(x) to

the gauge invariant Green functions so that the contribution of the massless

fields ^ ( x ) and V ^ W cancel each other. This is recognized'as the,

Kogut-Susskind dipole mechanism, which explains the absence of the zero mass

Goldatone boaon from the physical spectrum, and the associated presence of

a dynamical generated mass for the pseudoscalar field tp(x), although the vacua

& indicate that the original y^ symmetry is spontaneously broken.
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